Single-molecule Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (smFRET) can be used to obtain structural information on biomolecular complexes in realtime. Thereby, multiple smFRET measurements are used to localize an unknown dye position inside a protein complex by means of trilateration. In order to obtain quantitative information, the Nano-Positioning System (NPS) uses probabilistic data analysis to combine structural information from X-ray crystallography with single-molecule fluorescence data to calculate not only the most probable position but the complete threedimensional probability distribution, termed posterior, which indicates the experimental uncertainty. The concept was generalized for the analysis of smFRET networks containing numerous dye molecules. The latest version of NPS, Fast-NPS, features a new algorithm using Bayesian parameter estimation based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling and parallel tempering that allows for the analysis of large smFRET networks in a comparably short time. Moreover, Fast-NPS allows the calculation of the posterior by choosing one of five different models for each dye, that account for the different spatial and orientational behavior exhibited by the dye molecules due to their local environment.
Introduction
Determining the structure of a biomolecule is a key prerequisite for understanding its function. Two well-established methods for structure determination are cryo-electron microscopy and X-ray crystallography 1, 2 . Today, both methods provide high-resolution structural information with a resolution down to the angstrom level. These two methods have been used extensively to elucidate the structure of large biomolecules such as protein complexes. Though the existing methods have constantly been improved throughout the last decades, the complexity of biological structures still poses a major challenge to structural biology, in particular when large, dynamic and transient complexes are investigated 3 .
In order to study the dynamics of macromolecular complexes and the structure-function relationship in particular, single-molecule methodologies have provided useful information 4 . Several new strategies were developed providing an orthogonal approach on acquiring structural and dynamic information. Examples are high speed AFM 5 , mechanical manipulation 6 , fluorescence localization microscopy 7 , as well as singlemolecule Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (smFRET) 8, 9 . Since quite early on FRET has been termed a molecular ruler, due to the distance dependence on the length scale of biomacromolecules 10 .
One particularly interesting application of smFRET is to use the distance information obtained from smFRET measurements to infer structural information 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 . Due to the high time resolution of smFRET, the position of mobile parts of a protein structure can be localized. However, in order to extract quantitative information from smFRET data important correction parameters about the dye molecules need to be determined during the measurement 24 The γ-factor corrects the difference in the relative detection efficiencies in the two channels as well as the differences in the fluorescence quantum yield of the donor and the acceptor dye. It is calculated from every individual time trace by Note, that this description neglects direct excitation of the acceptor molecule, which sometimes becomes important and would need to be corrected for as well. For determining these correction factors it is useful to excite both the donor as well as the acceptor in an alternating scheme 25 in order to differentiate between photo-physical changes and structural dynamics.
In order to not only obtain quantitative smFRET efficiencies but also quantitative structural information, the Nano-Positioning System (NPS) was introduced in 2008 26 . The name was chosen based on its similarities to the satellite-based Global Positioning System (GPS). The NPS is a hybrid technique combining smFRET and X-ray crystallography data for the localization of unknown dye positions in biomacromolecular complexes. The crystal structure serves as a reference frame and the smFRET results are used to obtain distance information between an unknown fluorophore position (antenna) and a position known from the crystal structure (satellite). In consecutive experiments the distances between the antenna and several satellites are measured and the position of the antenna is determined by means of a statistically rigorous analysis scheme based on Bayesian parameter estimation. As a result, not only the likeliest position of the antenna is computed, but its complete 3D uncertainty distribution, the so-called posterior, visualized by credible volumes. Moreover, NPS was expanded to allow for the analysis of complete smFRET networks 27 .
The NPS has been used to solve a number of important questions in eukaryotic transcription, namely the course of the upstream DNA, the non-template DNA and the nascent mRNA within the RNA Polymerase II elongation complex 12, 28 , also demonstrating the effect of transcription initiation factors 26 and the dynamic architecture of an open-promotor complex 29 . Moreover, the NPS was used to elucidate the structure of the archaeal RNA Polymerase open complex 30 and in particular the position of transcription initiation factor TFE, which binds competitively to the same site as transcription elongation factor Spt4/5 31 .
Since then, a number of smFRET based structural approaches have been published 15, 18, 21, 23 . When comparing different smFRET based structural methods, it becomes clear that the apparent precision of the method is highly dependent on the particular choice of dye models. One should note that dye molecules may exhibit different spatial and orientational behavior depending on their local environment.
To this end, Fast-NPS was introduced 32 . Fast-NPS uses an advanced sampling algorithm reducing the calculation times drastically. Furthermore, Fast-NPS allows one to perform a structural analysis and for each dye molecule the user can choose from a set of five different dye models which will be described next. The most conservative model, called classic, assumes that the dye occupies only one, but unknown, position. At this position, the fluorophore can rotate freely within a cone, whose size is determined from its respective (time-dependent) fluorescence anisotropy. The orientation of the cone is not known, which leads to large uncertainties when converting measured smFRET efficiencies into distances. In this respect, the model is conservative, since it will lead to the smallest precision compared to the other dye models. Only for very short distances should the assumptions made by the classic model lead to a noticeably incorrect position determination. For typical smFRET values, the correct position is always enclosed in the comparatively large credible volume.
However, since a higher precision is desirable, it is important to develop and test alternative dye models, which could help to improve the precision. If the dye rotates much faster than its inherent fluorescence lifetime, the so-called iso model can be applied. Here, the orientation factor κ 2 (needed for calculating the characteristic isotropic Förster radius ) is set to 2/3. As a result, the computed credible volumes are almost two orders of magnitude smaller as compared to those in the classic model 32 . In the case that the fluorophore is found in an environment that enables not only fast reorientation, but additionally fast motion all over its accessible volume, the meanpos-iso model should be used. In this model, the dye effectively occupies only one mean position, where the spatial averaging is accounted for by a polynomial distance conversion 15 . This model applies if for example the (commonly hydrophobic) dye is attached to a hydrophilic region, e.g., the DNA. Application of the meanposiso model leads to a further reduction in the size of the credible volumes by a factor of approximately two. However, a dye linked to a protein might bind reversibly to several hydrophobic patches in its sterically accessible volume (AV). A fluorophore that instantaneously switches between these regions, but within one region undergoes free rotation and fast localized motion is best described by the var-meanpos-iso model. For a similar situation in which the dye is not free to rotate the var-meanpos model applies. More details about these models can be found in our recent publication 32 .
These models provide an extensive repertoire to specifically account for the various environments a dye might encounter and applying them wisely optimizes its localization precision. In Fast-NPS every dye molecule attached to a specific position can be assigned to an individual model, such that FRET-partners are allowed to have different models. This enables limitless and close-to-nature modelling. However, it is important that one performs rigorous statistical tests to ensure that the result obtained by the final model combination is still in agreement with the experimental data. These tests are included in the Fast-NPS software.
In order to apply Fast-NPS to experimental data the measurement of (only) three input parameters is required. First, the dye-pair specific isotropic Förster radii ( ) have to be determined. Therefore, the quantum yield (QY) of the donor dye, the donor fluorescence emission spectra and the acceptor absorption spectra need to be measured. These measurements can be carried out in bulk, using a standard spectrometer
Prerequisites and Lab Equipment
NOTE: The assembly of the measurement chamber is depicted in Figure 3 . The sandwich-design of the measurement chamber comprises three major components: a quartz glass (fused silica) slide, a sealing film and a coverslip that seals the flow chamber. The measurement chamber is mounted onto a customized sample holder. The dimensions of the sample chamber and the metal holder are geared to fit to a standard microscopy quartz glass slide (76 mm x 26 mm).
1. Cut quartz glass slides using a diamond drill (0.75 mm) at positions indicated in Figure 4 . The design of the quartz glass slides is asymmetric in order to differentiate between the two sides of each slide. NOTE: The quartz slides can be re-used after the measurement until the surface becomes scratched. 2. To mount the chambers, use customized metal sample holders as depicted in Figure 5 . The sample holders contain two threads (M4) in order to connect an inlet and an outlet tubing for the flow chamber. Furthermore, use threads (M3) to mount the sample chamber onto the metal holder as well as threads (M3) to fix the prism holder onto to the lower half of the metal holder. 3. Perform the smFRET measurements on a prism type total internal reflection fluorescence microscope (TIRFM) (Figure 6 ).
NOTE: The TIRFM features three lasers: A green (532 nm, Nd:YAG laser) and a red laser (643 nm, diode laser) for the excitation of the donor and the acceptor dye molecules as well as a blue laser (491 nm, diode-pumped solid-state laser) for bleaching the background fluorescent impurities on the sample chamber prior to the smFRET measurement. The three laser beams are spatially combined and can be selected via an acousto-optic tunable filter (AOTF). The fluorescence light is collected by a high aperture objective, split into a donor and an acceptor channel by using a dichroic mirror and projected onto two EM-CCD cameras. The sample chamber is attached to a micrometer stage allowing movement in x-and y-direction with two stepper motors. A third piezo motor is used together with an IR-laser and a position sensitive detector to build an auto-focus system to ensure optimal focus throughout the experiment. 1. Use alternating laser excitation (ALEX) when dynamics in the FRET time trajectories are observed 25 . Such dynamics can be caused by either conformational changes within the molecules or by fluctuations in acceptor brightness and acceptor blinking. NOTE: ALEX allows for the discrimination between these two possible causes and prevents misinterpretation of dynamic FRET trajectories. However, for reasons of simplicity, the protocol part is restricted to the analysis of movies taken without ALEX. Caution: Class 3B lasers are used in the single-molecule fluorescence setup. Ensure that adequate laser safety precautions, according to local government regulations, have been taken before the system is operated.
4. Perform the absorption measurement used for determining the quantum yield on a UV-VIS spectrometer (see Materials and Methods). 5. Perform the measurement of the donor fluorescence emission spectrum, the acceptor absorption spectrum and the fluorescence anisotropy on a fluorescence spectrometer (see Materials and Methods). 6. Prepare sample chambers according to published procedures 33 . Alternatively, the procedure described in [ 34 ] can be used. 7. Label the investigated samples with a donor-acceptor dye molecule pair suited for smFRET and ensure that there is a biotin moiety for the immobilization on the surface of the sample chamber. NOTE: In order to localize an unknown antenna dye position with the Fast-NPS software different sample constructs are needed. Every construct needs to have one label at the unknown antenna dye position and one label at a satellite position known from the crystal structure. At least three different constructs with dyes attached to the antenna position and three different satellite positions are required for accurate results. Measurements between antennas as well as between satellites are also useful to improve the accuracy, however, this requires exchange of dye molecules which needs to be correctly entered in the analysis.
Mounting of Flow Chambers in a Custom Holder
1. Pull silicone tubing (0.8 mm ID, 2.4 mm OD) into hollow tab screws (M4) and cut the tubing on both ends straight leaving an overhang of 1 cm on both sides by using a sharp razor blade. Adjust the overhang of the tubing to about 2 mm on one side of the tab screw. 2. Mount the flow chamber into the sample holder in a way that the holes in the quartz glass slide match the threads in the sample holder.
Tighten inlet and outlet screws gently to ensure that the inlet and outlet of the sample chamber are still penetrable. Gently tighten the four screws of the acrylic glass holder to fix the position of the flow chamber. 3. Cut silicone tubing (0.58 mm ID, 0.96 mm OD) into 20 cm long pieces. Insert one of the pieces to the inlet and the outlet screw of the measurement chamber. Close the inlet and outlet tubing by using a clamp. NOTE: The assembled sample chambers can be stored at room temperature for up to two weeks.
smFRET Measurement on the TIRF Microscope
5. Mount the sample chamber to the micrometer stage of the TIRF-microscope. Make sure to mount the sample chamber horizontally as straight as possible in front of the objective to avoid defocusing during scanning process. 6. Start the software controlling the EM-CCD cameras and the software for controlling the piezo-motors of the stage. 7. Adjust the focus of the microscope objective by looking at the reflections of the IR laser. 8. Place the prism (PS991, n = 1.52) on top of the metal prism holder. Adjust the lateral position of the prism to make sure that the laser beams hit the prism then use an adhesive and incubate with UV light for 5 min. NOTE: Mounted prism can be reused by cleaning. 9. In the camera control software click "Setup Acquisition" and define the following acquisition parameters: 100 ms integration time, 401 frames/ movie (green camera), 400 frames/movie (red camera), electron multiplier gain 225, pre-amplifier gain 5x and readout rate 3 MHz at 14 bit. 10. Create a folder on the local hard drive for the measurement. Choose a desired name for the measurement files, e.g., Year-Month-Day. In the software settings go to the "Auto-Save" rider, enable "Auto save" and choose file format *.sif for movie acquisition. Select the folder on the hard disk. Use the folder name as filestem. 11. Enable the "AutoIncrement" function (set start value to 1). Enable the attachment of an operator to the filename. Use "DON" and "ACC" for the donor and the acceptor channel, respectively. Choose "_" as separator. 12. In the camera control software click on "Video" to start the live image of the camera and bleach background fluorescence by scanning the sample chamber using maximum laser intensity of all three lasers (combined ≈3,000 W/cm 2 for 10 s per field of view).
13. Switch off the blue laser. Decrease the intensity of the green laser to around 200 W/cm 2 and to around 40 mW/cm 2 for the red laser if alternating laser excitation (ALEX) is used. 14. Dilute the biotinylated fluorescent sample to a concentration of 50-100 pM. Load 100 µL of the solution. The sample is immobilized on the chamber surface upon binding. NOTE: Make sure not to overload the chamber. Neighboring molecules must be separated from each other. 15. If necessary, load an additional 100 µL of a 2x more concentrated sample to the chamber. 16 . Seal the inlet and outlet tubing of the measurement chamber using clamps after loading is completed. 17. Switch off all lasers and use the piezo-motors to move the flow chamber two fields of view further. 18. In the camera control software click on "Take signal" to start movie recording and switch on the laser at the same time. Ensure that more than 80% of the molecules are bleached by the end of the movie by adjusting the laser power. 19. Repeat steps 3.17 and 3.18 for the whole prebleached sample chamber region.
Acquisition of the Transformation Map ("beadmap")
1. Prepare a flow chamber as described in Sections 1.1, 1.2 and 2. 2. Use avidin-coated fluorescent multispectral beads which show fluorescence emission in the donor and the acceptor channel. Vortex the stock for 1 min, then dilute 50 µL of the stock in 50 µL ddH 2 O. Vortex again for 1 min, sonicate 1-2 min, then vortex another 10 s. 3. Carry out steps described for smFRET measurements (Section 3.5-3.10). 4. Load 100 µL (1 chamber volume) of the 1:2 diluted fluorescent beads into the flow chamber. Wait 10 min for the fluorescent beads to bind to the surface. 5. Use the acquisition parameters in 3.9 but change movie length to 26 (green camera) and 25 (red camera) and the electron multiplier gain to 10. 6. Set the intensity of the green laser to a value of 20 W/cm 2 . 7. Take one movie at a field of view with approximately 50-100 beads.
Processing and Analysis of smFRET Data
1. Use the custom written software SM FRET for the analysis of the beadmap (see Materials and Methods) and the acquired movies. Start the program viewPlot1.m. 2. Click on Analysis|Batch Analysis, uncheck the option "ALEX" if it has not been used. For best performance choose the threshold for peak finding "high". Press "OK". 3. Choose "NO" when asked if a beadmap has already been analyzed. Browse the folder containing the acquired beadmap and select the *.sif file (by double-clicking on it). In the next dialogue window press "OK". NOTE: If a beadmap has already analyzed in a previous measurement, choose "YES" here and select the saved beadmap by browsing to the correct folder and double clicking on the beadmap *.map file. Continue with step 5.8. 4. Choose two single beads positioned in opposite corners of the field of view. The pixel intensities are color-coded from dark blue (low intensity) to dark red (high intensity). 5. Click on the center of the first bead. If the center of the molecule can be located clearly by the color-coding, choose "YES" or else click "NO" and choose a different molecule pair. 6. Position the crosshair on the pixel showing the maximum intensity and press "KEEP". Repeat the process with the second channel. 7. Click on the molecule in the opposite corner and repeat steps 5.5 and 5.6. NOTE: The relative pixel shift of the two channels is displayed in the command window and the transformation map is automatically saved as *.map file into the folder containing the beadmap *.sif file. 8. To load the donor and acceptor movies (*.sif) for the "batch analysis", browse to the folder, select all movies that shall be analyzed and click on "OK". In the next dialogue window, press "OK". NOTE: The batch analysis is finished when the last lane displayed in the command window starts with "Finished analyzing…". The detected molecules are displayed in a new window, which also indicates the relative shift of the donor and the acceptor channel determined from the transformation map. 
Displaying smFRET Data in Histograms
NOTE: In order to extract the mean smFRET efficiency of all recorded smFRET data the frame-wise data or the molecule-wise data are plotted in histograms and analyzed using Gaussian fits to (multiple) peaks. In the following, the protocol uses a commercial data analysis software (see Materials List). However, any other available software can be used instead.
1. Open a data analysis software (see Materials List). Click on File|Import|multiple ASCII. Select the folder containing the FRW.dat file. Select the file and press "OK". Accept the input option with "OK" without a change. 2. Select the third column C(Y) containing the corrected FRET efficiencies, right-click on the column and select Plot|Statistics|Histogram. In the histogram window double-click on the columns and deselect "automatic binning" and select a desired bin-size, e.g., 0.05. Also choose beginning and end values, e.g., -0.025 and 1.025. 3. Select the columns of the histogram by left-clicking on them. Then right-click and choose "go to Bin Worksheet". Select the "Counts" column by left-clicking on it and then right-click and select Plot|Column/Bar/Pie|Column. 4. In the column bar plot go to Analysis|Fitting|Nonlinear curve fit|Open dialog. Choose "Gaussian" under Function then go to the "Parameter" rider. Deselect auto parameter initialization. Fix the offset value (y0) at 0. Click on "Fit". NOTE: The fit function as well as the fitting details are now displayed in the column plot. The "xc" value gives the center of the fit function, i.e., the mean FRET efficiency that serves as the input parameter for the NPS software.
Measurement of the Quantum Yield
1. Perform quantum yield determination with the relative method similar to the procedure described by Würth et al.
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, using Rhodamine 101 dissolved in ethanol (QY = 91.5%) as a standard. 2. Record absorption spectra at a UV-VIS spectrometer using an 80 µL volume in an absorption cuvette of 1 cm path length. The absorbance at the wavelength which will be used for fluorescence excitation has to be ≤ 0.05. 3. Record emission spectra on a lamp-calibrated spectrometer operated in photon-counting mode. Perform the measurements with GlanThompson polarizers in the excitation (0°) and emission (54.7°) path (magic angle conditions) using a spectral bandwidth of about 5 nm and 2.5 nm for the excitation and emission monochromator, respectively. Measure samples after transferring them to a fluorescence cuvette with 3 mm path length taking care that the count rate does not exceed 10 6 s -1 .
Calculate quantum yield according to
where n and n Std are the refractive indices of the solvent of the sample and the standard, respectively. f(λ) and f_Std (λ) are the fluorescence intensities of the sample and the standard at the wavelength λ. A(λ ex ) and A std (λ ex ) are the absorbance of the sample and reference at the excitation wavelength and Φ std is the quantum yield of the standard.
Calculation of the Isotropic Förster Radius
1. Calculate the isotropic Förster radius ( ) from the emission spectrum of the donor molecule, the absorption spectrum of the acceptor molecule, the quantum yield of the donor and the refractive index of the medium. Use the freeware PhotochemCAD for the calculation of . However any other available software can be used instead 36 . 
Measurement of the Anisotropies

Consistency Check of Chosen Model Combination
1. Open the View Results Window (Model|View Results). If in the panel "Calculation Info" the text box "Consistency" displays a value lower than 90% the current model does not represent the measured smFRET efficiencies sufficiently and is thus inconsistent. 2. In case of inconsistency push the button "Detailed Consistency". Search for the measurements that have a value below 90%. If one or more dyes are predominantly involved in these measurements, their models are likely to cause the inconsistency. Consider different dye models for these dyes and rerun the Fast-NPS calculation.
Representative Results
Transcription is the first step in gene expression in all organisms. In Archaea, transcription is carried out by a single RNA polymerase (RNAP). Compared to eukaryotes, the archaeal RNAP bears a striking structural resemblance to their eukaryotic counterparts while having a simpler transcriptional machinery. Thus, Archaea can be used as a model system to study eukaryotic transcription initiation by RNA Polymerase II (Pol II). Recently, the complete architecture of the archaeal RNA polymerase open complex has been determined from single-molecule FRET and NPS. The data from NPS analysis was used to build a model of the complete archaeal open promotor complex, which provides useful insights into the mechanism of transcription initiation.
To elucidate this structure, smFRET efficiencies were measured between unknown antenna dye molecules located within the open promotor complex and several known satellite dye molecules that were incorporated at five reference sites in the RNAP, whose positions are known from crystallographic structures (pdb-ID: 2WAQ) 37 . The antenna dyes were attached to either one of different positions on the non-template DNA, TFB, TBP or TFE. The complete network used in this study consisted of more than 60 measured distances. Figure 7 depicts the model of the complete archaeal open promotor complex built from the NPS analysis. It comprises the double stranded promotor DNA (light and dark blue), the RNA Polymerase (grey) and the transcription initiation factors TBP (purple), TFB (green) and TFE (yellow). The model is superimposed with the results from the NPS analysis, the credible volumes, which were calculated using the classic model (A), the iso model (B), the meanpos-iso model (C), the var-meanpos-iso model (D) and the var-meanpos model (E).
The camera settings (integration time, electron multiplier gain, pre-amplifier gain and readout rate described in Section 3.9) should be set to values giving the best tradeoff between signal to noise ratio, dynamic range and time-resolution. They need to be re-adjusted for different experiments or if different hardware is used. The numbers of frames need to be high enough to ensure that most of the donor molecules bleach within the observation time.
For the measurements on the fluorescence spectrometer (Sections 7 to 9) a good compromise between the signal intensity and the spectral resolution of the recorded data has to be found. To this end the slits in the excitation and emission pathway of the fluorescence spectrometer have to be adapted dependent on the instrument used and the sample concentration.
Moreover, we present the Fast-NPS analysis method to obtain structural information of transient or dynamic macromolecular complexes. NPS has been applied to reveal the path of the non-template DNA strand and the position of transcription initiation factors in the archaeal RNA polymerase open complex. Using the network of more than 60 different distance measurements, we showed that Fast-NPS, equipped with a newly implemented sampling engine (Eilert, T., Beckers, M., Drechsler, F., & Michaelis, J. in preparation), reduces the time needed for the analysis of this complex smFRET network by ≈2 orders of magnitude, as compared to the original global NPS method 27 . The algorithm's robustness is rooted in a Metropolis-within-Gibbs sampler combined with a parallel tempering scheme. Fast-NPS shows exact reproducibility of network results and is consistent with results published earlier 30 .
Several different methods have been published aiming to infer structural information from smFRET measurements 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 . All of these approaches provide only one specific dye model. Thus, dyes, that do not fulfill the assumptions made by the respective model, cannot be used or lead to false structural information. Fast-NPS, on the contrary, allows to select for each dye molecule a different model. This helps to account for different conformational behavior of both, the dye molecule itself, as well as the linker used for its attachment. The local molecular surroundings of the dye molecule, as well as its physical properties will determine which model is most appropriate.
For the analyzed smFRET network of the archaeal initiation complex, an isotropic assumption for all dye molecules leads to a drastic decrease in the size of the credible volumes as compared to the classic model. In combination with a dynamic position averaging for all dye molecules the median of all credible volume sizes (at 95%) reduces to less than 0.5 nm 3 . However, these dye molecule posteriors are no longer consistent with their smFRET measurements, indicating that the assumptions made lead to false structural information. In contrast, the posteriors determined in the classic model are consistent with the determined smFRET efficiencies.
As the assumption of isotropic and/or dynamic position averaging for all dyes lead to inconsistencies, Fast-NPS enables dye molecule priors in which each dye can be assigned one of the five models. Each model uses the same accessible volume. The algorithm for the calculation of the dye AVs makes several assumptions. At first, the fluorophore's spatial shape is approximated by a sphere. Thus, a diameter taking into account the fluorophore's width, height and thickness should be used (Section 12). Further, the linker's shape is approximated by a flexible rod. The values presented in Section 12 were computed for the dye Alexa 647 attached via a 12-C linker. To date, it is not possible to accurately determine a priori which model is most suited, given an experimental geometry, and thus all models should be tested. In general, one will choose the model which gives the smallest possible posterior size, while still being consistent with the data. To test whether a choice of models is consistent with the smFRET data, we calculate both the posterior and the likelihood. Consistency means that more than 90% of the samples collected from the posterior are within the 95% confidence interval of the likelihood.
While it is true that the lower the anisotropy, the smaller the distance uncertainty, in a smFRET network geometric arrangements of the dye molecules also have to be taken into account. Thus, while representing dye molecules with a low fluorescence anisotropy with an iso model is a typical first choice, the consistency test provides a more direct means for selecting the correct dye model. The optimal choice of dye models can lead to a drastic increase in localization precision and at the same time retain the network's consistency with its FRET data.
To summarize, Fast-NPS allows to gain structural and dynamic information of large macromolecular complexes. In contrast to common structural methods such as x-ray crystallography or cryo electron microscopy this allows for monitoring highly flexible or transient complexes, thus greatly widening our mechanistic understanding of complex biological processes.
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